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FOR MARY
A canopy becomes the sky,
The grass a flowing train,
A lofty throne the pillar high,
My heart a Queen’s domain.
—Le

Roy

FINKE.

THE

University of Dayton
Exponent
VOL. XLI

OCTOBER,

Stephen

Vincent

We mourn the passing
literary artist.

of a young

No. 6

Benet

@

By

G.

STANLEY

MaTHEws

American

Ww

HEN STEPHEN Vincent Benet was just
entering his teens ,he won three dollars as
a cash prize from the St. Nicholas League for a poem,
“The Regret of Dives”. Fortunately the youthful bard
used the name “Dives” only in the title, for as he
later confessed he was then under the impression
that “Dives” rhymed with hives. This first public
attempt at the art of poetry hardly justified any prophetic pronouncement as to the future greatness of
its author; yet in less than four years, while a seventeen-year-old college boy at Yale, his first book, Five
Men and Pompey, containing six dramatic monologues, was published. This remarkable set of monologues, in spite of distinct traces of several of the
old masters, was little short of astonishing coming
from a school boy.
Born of a military father and a devoted mother
into a family with literary tendencies, it was no surprise that the youngest Benet began writing at an
early age, and as a matter of fact never followed any
other profession but writing. His father was a lover
of poetry and transmitted his love to his son. Stephen’s
brother William

1943

Rose, his sister Laura, and his future

wife Rosemary Carr are now familiar names in the
world of literature. The young Stephen saw much of
the America which he was later to crystallize in verse
and story, for although his birthplace was Pennsylvania, he spent most of his early days in California

library. With this plan in mind he made application
for a Guggenheim fellowship, promising the Founda
tion “not accomplishments, but only hard work.”
As
a result, the world in 1928 was enriched with
John
Brown’s Body, a poetic portrayal of the seething
and
final eruption of the great Civil War. With this work,
the author, hitherto known only to a small circle
of
admirers, leaped into national popularity. Within
a
few months the book reached more than one hundred
thousand people; a year later it was awarded the
Pulitzer Prize. Stephen Benet had made a convincing

case that a long narrative poem,

if skillfully handled,

could hold attention as easily as a novel. It is important to note that although the book was published
at a time when reading of poetry by the public had
reached its lowest ebb, his work was read by the
people at large. Business men and sales girls, college
students and housewives,—people who had never voluntarily read a line of true poetry before read Benet.
In general this is true of all he wrote. He was popular
with the people, and while popular, like a genuine
artist he never wrote down to his public. He was
popular because what he wrote was real and important, because he tells a good story and tells it well
in an American way which no one else has yet
equaled.

and Georgia, and when he entered Yale, the family

During the last few years he started a sequel to
this prize-winning Civil War epic—a new narrative
poem intended to portray the vast canvas of American
colonial history. Only one portion, the recently published and highly praised Western Star was completed.

novels; yet he was dissatisfied with results and was at
the same time obsessed by the desire to write a

gained

moved to New England. During those rather lean
years following his departure from the halls of old
Eh, Benet depended for income on his stories and

lengthy, narrative poem based on the military data
which had engrossed him as a boy in his father’s

Besides

his

renown

poetical
for

his

works,
prose

Stephen
writings,

Benet

has

especially

his

short stories. “The Devil and Daniel Webster,” which

won

an

O.

Henry

award

(Continued

and

later-was

on page

rewritten

as
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To a Classmate in the Army
There are changes
old spirit remains.

in the old school

but the
@® By

VINCENT

YANO

YOU remember that fine day in September, 1940, when the frosh tags around our
necks were enough in common for us to get acquainted? We were excited then, having begun our
college careers in the presence of the lordly sophomores who printed our names on large green tags
and demanded a slight “service” fee. They looked

picture the grand pep rallies we had on the eve of
games and the rousing talks by Coach Baujan, players,

wondered

tion of personable Mr. Reichard—the thousands of
loyal U. D. fans—the merry festivities of Homecoming
Week with a hearty welcome for many of the old

Deo

friendly enough at the time, but we soon caught the
spirit of initiation and after countless errands and
of

recitations

the

freshman

poem,

we

whether one can be fooled by first impressions.
We

plunged into our class routine with a zeal cus-

tomarily attributed to freshmen and experienced some

difficulty in effecting the adjustment necessary from
high school work to college work. Long lecture periods
seemed gradually to shorten and the art of taking
notes had the appeal of an enjoyable game. In the
meantime, our sophomore “friends” kept us busy with
many activities. Guess you'll always remember the
thrill of becoming a real part of U. D. as you repeated
the solemn school oath after the mock trial at the
cap-crowning ceremonies. The sophs weren’t such bad
fellows after all, so we thought, until the day of the
flag rush (bet you can still taste the slimy mud). They
weren’t so dumb—imagine them putting up a pole

thirty feet high! To top it all, they greased it thorough-

ly from top to bottom. Never was there a more helpless cause, to retrieve the school banner symbolic of
victory, but it was fun anyhow to make that good old
“college try” midst the loud cheers of our coed classmates. Though superior in numbers, we lacked leadership in a grand strategy and had to be content with
the dirty mud and grease, not mentioning the few

bruises here and there.
The important feeling that comes so rarely was
ours that night of the Frosh Welcome Dance, the
initial social event of the school year. We were full-

fledged college students, officially accepted as a part
of the great family of university students throughout
the country. The richness of high school traditions

seemed to fade away into insignificance.

football

punishment
Page four

from

team

then

the

varsity

and

absorbing

boys.

a pep talk once over at the stadium
went wild.

Can

a lot of

you

still

and

everybody

The thrilling moments of intense gridiron competition—the appetizing odor of hot dogs and fresh popcorn in the crisp autumn air—the colorful half-time
programs staged by our band under the capable direc-

grads and the realization of some coed’s dream in the
coveted title of Homecoming Queen—these are now
things of the past marked indelibly in our memories.
The Thanksgiving and Christmas vacations were
welcome rest periods away from the fast college
routine. Winter made an early debut and while the
school

athletic

scene

shifted

to

basketball,

many

of

us were trying a hand at ice-skating on the pond of
the Dayton State Hospital. Social life was never at a
standstill—the Halloween party, Pershing Rifles Pledge
Dance, Military Ball, Junior Prom, numerous club
activities, and the exciting games on the hardwood

floor of the Coliseum

kept the date calendar well

filled. We sympathized so with the concession stand
manager as the crowd thoughtlessly dropped coke

bottles by the dozens under the bleachers. A varied
intramural program of bowling and_ basketball also
added many enjoyable hours of recreation and competition.
Before we knew it, welcome spring was back with
us and bringing with it the deep joys of Easter
holidays. The dreamy coeds found ample cause for
elation in sponsoring the annual Spring Swing where
usual standards of etiquette and custom went by the
board and U. D. men were asked to the dance (they
even bought their own flowers). The delightful, lazy
atmosphere of spring accounted for a noticeable wane
in study zeal; school work gave way to golf, baseball,
archery, soccer, and

Remember the assemblies at which they introduced
the football players and we had to learn the school
songs and yells till we were hoarse? You were on the
freshman

and even members of the faculty? Father Kenny gave

other outdoor

sports.

As all good things must come to an end, so was

our memorable freshman year to go down the hall
of time to be forever cherished. ‘The Senior Farewell
Dance and commencement exercises marked the end
of our first year in college.

Since then, many
omores, we avenged

close of the school year. Many others in various enlisted reserve programs were called also and overnight,
the campus lost many friends of long standing.

things have happened. As sophour humiliations of the previous

year on the poor freshmen and also made certain that
the identical flag rush pole was still intact. You played

on the varsity football team and made a wonderful

We attended the summer session with frequent
thoughts of you and the rest of our schoolmates in
the service. We have just begun the fall session and
though the traditional freshman initiation activities
brought back many fond recollections it just doesn’t
seem like old days anymore. Now comes news that
you have completed basic training and have been

showing as first string guard. Somehow, the year passed
by quickly; perhaps it was because of the war that was
declared in December after Pearl Harbor. It took
some time for the full impact of this total war to impress us. For awhile college life went on pretty much
as usual and you were selected for the junior advanced
R.O.T.C. class.

ordered

back

to your

alma

mater.

don’t expect to find the normal
We saw many changes take place as juniors and
knew many more were to come. Schoolmates were
being drafted for service weekly. The accelerated program was put into effect. The highlight of the year
for us was the Junior Prom at which you reigned as
king, with charming Marty Lehman as your queen.
Then also we mustn’t forget the important fact that
our Pauline Zink ruled over the Homecoming festivities. Rather suddenly, official orders came for all
junior R.O.T.C. boys to report for active duty at the

Whatever

you

do,

college routine as

you knew it. Athletics have been dropped for the
duration; an Army AST Unit now occupies Alumni
Hall; school activities on the whole have necessarily
been curtailed to a great extent. However, you can
rest assured that despite the innumerable changes,
that same indefinable something which might aptly
be termed the “Spirit of U.D.” still remains—the bulwark of your beloved institution and the common
bond

for all former,

present,

the University of Dayton.

and

future

Welcome

students

of

back!

25—be
ALL

HALLOW’S

The sun behind a mountain peak sinks low,
Fach crag is crowned with changeful purple glow,
Soft o’er the valley evening shadows creep,
All still save when the winds in pine woods weep.
The days last beams the weary earth forsake,
The night has come, now gone the woods and lake.
At length o’er the horizon peers the moon,
But proves to darkness more than light a boon;

Blood-red she climbs with leering glance below,
Her dismal rays she coldly does bestow.
All nature seems to languish and to grieve,
As though she knows this is no common eve.
One lightsome spot throughout the valley dark,
Yon gleam a woodsman’s cabin lone does mark.
A boy sits there before a flickering fire,

Eyes bright
The father
Who come
A quavering
A mournful

with wonder listening to his sire.
tells of witches and of ghosts,
to haunt the earth this night in hosts;
howl drifts from some hill’s far height—
hound bays at the moon’s sad light.

EVE

His shadowy chair the lad decides to quit
And at his father’s feet prefers to sit.
The
The

tales are done, soon each lies in his bed;
father snores, the lambent fire burns red.

Sleep spurns the son. Weird shapes peer ’round the
room,
Leap from dark corners, grovel in the gloom.

Outside begins the wind and fiercely blows,
And still the raucaus wail and clamor grows;
It sobs in mountains

bleak,

then

wildly seeks

The valley crashing through with howls and shricks.
Brute-like

it beats

dark walls, assails the door

Then racing blasts the window with a roar.
But suddenly the wind falls to a sigh,
As though some better strategem to try.
A mocking laugh, more hunting than its roar—

The night is hushed and silent as before.
The fire is dead. ‘The boy at last asleep
Sees ghosts and goblins midnight vigil keep.
—Ler Roy Finke.
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Time’s

Revenge

® By

Norman

STOREYGARD

Fantastic but clever. A story of the year 2995.

y \/

ITH A studied air of carelessness, Brad Reynolds traced his steps down the Avenue of
the Golden Spires. Before him stretched a vista of
loveliness as far as his eyes could see, for this was the

world of 2995. ‘The avenue was justly named, for atop
the higher buildings along this modern thoroughfare
stretched hundreds of golden spires gleaming in the
sunlight.

As he sauntered slowly down the street, his mind
went back to the day that he had answered Professor
Jamison’s newspaper advertisement, and to the un-

believable

chain

of events

which

had

since

thrust

him into this world of “yet-to-come”. The advertisement itself was innocent enough. “Wanted—man with
scientific background and education. Adventure and
excitement guaranteed. Apply, Prof. Jamison, 234 N.
Burgundy

Rd.,”

the

advertisement

had

read.

The

events which followed his answering of this advertisement came swiftly, one after the other.
Professor Jamison was one of those imaginative
souls who believed that the dimension of time could
be bridged. Accordingly he had devoted his entire
fortune and his admittedly great scientific genius to
the study of the practical difficulties involved in time
travel. The result of ten years of incessant labor now
stood before him. A shiny, silver shell about twice
the height of a man stood shimmering in the vagrant
rays of sunlight which filtered into the laboratory.

This was the means by which man at last could pierce
the veil of the future.
Proudly

Professor

Jamison

explained

to

Brad

the

intricate workings of his little brain child. Although
the professor had pointed out that the trip was liable
to be fraught with considerable danger, Brad had
finally accepted the job as assistant in his experiment
to see what lay beyond in the years to come.

people and the city had been a source of constant
wonderment. Excitedly, the two adventurers from the
past had explored the unceasing miracles which surrounded them, until the fateful day when Myrna had
entered the picture.

As the vision of Myrna arose in his mind, anger
clouded Brad’s face and for a moment he came out
of his reverie and paused momentarily to look searchingly up the avenue. Failing to spot the familiar
figure he was looking for, he lapsed again into the
thoughts and the final planning of the deed that had
brought him to this part of the city.
The day that Myrna had walked into his life Brad
knew inside him that she was the girl he had been
waiting for; and that life without her would have no
meaning. Ruefully he recalled the weeks that had
followed. From the first Myrna and Jamison had hit
it off well together. Daily, their companionship had
become closer and closer. Similarly, Brad’s original
jealousy and envy of the happy professor daily mounted
until anger replaced jealousy and hatred replaced
envy. If only the professor could be removed from the
field of competition, then things might be different.

‘Then Myrna would be his alone.
At last the perfect plan for removing the professor
had kindled itself in the flaming fire of his hatred.
How simple it would be to kill the professor, place
him

in his own

time machine,

and send the machine

spinning backward forever into the past. The natural
assumption of all who questioned his disappearance
would be that he had journeyed on to explore the
ages. With Jamison out of the way, and Myrna all
to himself, he, Brad, would then have no reason to
want to return to his own time period. Once conceived, the plan burned in Brad’s mind, impatiently
awaiting execution.

came them as they set the machine into motion. Then
slowly their vision cleared and before them they beheld the magnificent sight of the metropolis of 2995.
Their entry into this great city, surprisingly enough,

Then, abruptly, Brad snapped out of his reverie
again. Far ahead of him he saw the professor come
into view as he did each evening at this same spot.
It was here on the outskirts of the metropolis along
the avenue of the Golden Spires that the time machine had been kept during their stay here in the

caused no more than a ripple of excitement; for sci-

city. Each night, regularly, the professor came down

ence had progressed

to inspect the machine just as a precaution that their

A moment of nausea and whirling blackness over-

to the point where

public was too blase to become

much

the general

concerned

with

means

of

returning

to

their

own

century

was

ever

such a trivial event as the appearance of a man from

ready for action. It was here that Brad had decided to

ages

past.

put

Page
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But

to Brad

and

to Professor

Jamison

the

his

plan

into

action.

Quietly

he

approached

the

gleaming

shell

and

place. With each step nearer to him Myrna began to

peered inside. As he had expected, the professor sat
hunched over the controls, examining them minutely
for any signs of tampering. Before entering the shell
Brad looked furtively around him to see if there was
any chance of observation. Then a look of alarm
came over his face, for just a short way off he beheld
Myrna approaching the shell. Hurriedly he entered.
Me must finish his job thoroughly and with dispatch

for Myma

undergo the same transition that the shell had undergone when it disappeared. A look of bewilderment
flashed across his face. Her form became misty and
tenuous and finally she, too, disappeared. Brad stood
transfixed for a moment . . . then slowly the awful
realization dawned on him. When he had left Professor Jamison in the shell he had been dying—but
he was not quite dead. Now Myrna’s disappearance
coincided approximately with the time the professor
should have died. By an odd twist of chance, Myrna
must have been a direct descendent of Professor
Jamison, but the murder of the professor precluded
the possibility of any descendents, as he had not yet
married, therefore Myrna could not exist. By his act
of destroying the professor Brad had simultaneously
destroyed the existence of the very person for whom
he had committed the murder. A dull ache filled his
heart as he contemplated the ironic fact that he was
now marooned in an unfamiliar age alone, with both
Myrna and the means of returning to his own civil-

must never know the real truth. Silently

he crept forward; then with a powerful swing he
brought the butt of his pistol slashing down across the
professor’s skull. With a groan the professor slumped
over the dials, the breath of life slowly ebbing from
him. Brad turned quickly, set the machine in motion
and hurriedly jumped out. The shimmering form of
the shell grew nebulous and slowly disappeared from
sight. Shaking with relief that at last he had accomplished his purpose, Brad turned to face the oncoming Myrna.
As

she

approached,

a strange

phenomenon

ization lost to him forever.

took
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Morphine
Looking far back
of drugs.

Addiction

®@ By

Gotprr

Rapo

into history at this subject

()»« OF THE most serious manifestations and
causes of social maladjustment is morphine
addiction. ‘The morphine addict is always to be looked
upon as a cripple, his narcotic as his crutch. He is a
person who has found it impossible to make an
adjustment satisfactorily to himself without the aid
of a narcotic. The drug fulfills for him some need;
it obtains for him a surcease from some of his worries.

times, the use of opium became more general and
information regarding it became more widespread. It
is not hard to understand why, with the emphasis on
symptoms, especially pain, that early physicians so
eagerly accepted and so thoroughly relied upon a
medication
which accomplished
such rapid and
startling results by way of relief of pain, restlessness,
and insomnia.

The word narcotic is defined in the medical dictionary as an agent which produces sleep or general
anesthesia. ‘Technically then, strong sedatives, alcohol,
ether, chloroform and the other anesthetics may be
considered narcotics.

The drug became more widely known, with no
legal restrictions regarding its dispensation. There was
little knowledge regarding its dangers and it was
inevitable that it should be seized by quacks and
patent medicine makers.

The first mention of the use of opium is found in
the Ebers Papyri about 1500 B.C. There are more
obscure references going further back but they have
not been definitely interpreted. It is certain that
opium was being used medicinally and for the purpose of pleasure at least three thousand years ago.

The hypodermic method of administering medication first became popular with physicians in the
nineteenth century. The more rapid and spectacular
results obtained from morphine given in_ this way
added enthusiasm to its use, particularly during the
Civil War when wholesale relief of pain was necessary.

As medicine and medical practitioners came to
occupy a more prominent place in the society of their

In 1900, Dresser in Germany isolated herion from

opium.

It was

unfortunate,

because

(Continued

page

on

herion

was

en-
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Letters From a Corresponding
Student in France
@® By

Humorous
our

EAR

AMERICAN

slants

American

FRIEND,

After having studied English for five years, I thought
I could travel through your country without any difhculties. But now that we have been reading contemporary American novels, not only do I think I
would encounter language difficulties, but also some
difficulties in respect to custom.

Either the American books are misleading or your
letters and pictures are. For instance I notice nothing
irregular about your clothes. Yet several times I have
read about you Americans putting things and even food

on the cuff. I imagine that your cuff gets dirty after

a while.

Also in one passage I read about a grocer who
sent his delivery boy to a customer with a basket of
eggs. The grocer said: “Take these eggs to Mrs.
Jones and step on it.’ That sounded quite absurd. I
don’t see why Mrs. Jones couldn’t have scrambled her
own eggs. And anyway, the delivery boy’s shoes would
be unsanitary.
In one book, portraying gangsters in Chicago, |
read of one man threatening to “set the bulls” on
another. In France we have outlawed bull fights. ‘They
are so bloody! I had always imagined that America
also forbade such sport. But it seems that Chicago
still has its bull fights and with men too.
Another point that struck our fancy was the
superstition of the Americans. We honestly can’t conceive of carrying “‘snake’s eyes” in our pockets and
then rolling them on the ground to see which way
the land lies. And they bet money on it too; that is
really silly, don’t you think? I have heard about
rabbit’s foot, but not about “snake’s eyes.”

Some expressions are beyond even our professor's
imagination. (And he visited your capital once, Washington) What in the world can “bust you one” mean?
And

what are the initials “O.K’,

One

obviously

naughty

little

dice” to his instructor. Another
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“K.O.”,
boy

kept

“Q.T.’?
saying

“no

on

how

a

foreigner

M.

L. LancpEen

views

idioms.

tion about “jives, grooves, slush pumps, alligators, rug
cutters, etc.’ My logic instructor can’t give any
explanation. We all seem at quite a loss. Do you
actually pay to have your rugs cut? Do you play
around with alligators? What is “jive” and “slush
pump” and what are their connections to a groove.
How can a person be in a “groove” all his life as one
sentence said?
Our class really laughed when
“shake a leg” when you want
course, the writer was jesting. It
insanity to wave a foot around
hurry?

you said that you
to hurry. But, of
certainly would be
when you want to

Another peculiarity which we met in a book, and
which is no doubt an idiom, was one telling another
to “step on the gas” when he was trying to catch a
train. On second thought the man said “make the
train.” I knew you Americans were mass- production
masters, but—to

Then

when

make

a whole

the men

arrived

train!

at the station some-

thing went wrong and one man “got cold feet’ while
the other

told him

“to come

clean.”

It must

been a very painful death because when

have

the police

arrived they said that the man died from a “slight
case of lead poisoning.” This disease must be contagious because the police began looking for the other
man and he kept running away and hiding.
The Marines must be very popular in your country.
I see that you tell them all your troubles. My psychology professor said it is good psychology and it bolsters
their morale when the public treats them as confidants.
I merely hope that you will be able to shed some

light

on

some

of my

problems

of the

American

idiom. It is very confusing to understand your customs if the words are interpreted literally. Until your
next letter, I remain your friend,

one wrote a composi—PIERRE.

Our Newest Baby
@® By

Jerry

GRISMER

The newest baby works its way into the hearts
of the family.

Berore
THIS STORY is begun I wish to
thank my mother. It was only because of her
help that I am able to relate many of the following
incidents. ‘Thank you, mother.

‘There is none quite so entrancing,
in command of an adult’s heart as
child’s slightest whimper a multitude
tives, friends, neighbors, and parents
times crushed in the rush) spring to

to do the drastic things
Ah,

how

foolish

are we

so unconsciously
a baby. At the
of adoring rela(who are someits side prepared

for this human
humans!

As

the

offspring.
years

pass,

this baby becomes an adult, at least physically and
presumably mentally, deprived of all vestiges. of childhood. (This last statement does not refer to the hair
of the bald.)
But alas! all babies do not grow mentally but seem to prefer the entanglements of the
apron string all throughout life. These “babies” are
the most honored among men (so they seem to
think of themselves).
Yet,

in the house

of which

I am

a member

there

is an extreme case of this type of a baby. This is how
the tragedy happened.
One quiet day in March about three and one-half
years previous to the time of this writing a new
member

entered

into our secluded

clan, and

a happy

surprise it was to all of us. None of us knew the
age of this member, not even our parents. But this
was only one of the oddities discovered about the
new youngest member of our household. To prevent
embarrassment the age of six months was chosen for
the public records.
Since the newcomer

was of male sex, we set about

conferring a suitable masculine name on him. After
many sleepless nights, neighborhood polls, and endless
arguments, a fitting name was chosen. It was not Buck
or Huck;

it was

not Bill or Bob;

it was

Jerome

Her-

cules, further condensed to Jerry, and as Jerry he
sailed out on the ocean of life with a sinking heart
and no life preserver.
After a few days of exictement, our existence settled
back into its usual pattern, or so we thought, but alas!
little Jerry had brought about a change. In the first

place a few of our “baby’s” peculiarites became evident almost immediately. A short, short tail appeared
at one end, yet brief as the tail was it had a marked
detour and a spot so shiny that it appeared glazed.
This shine was presumably because of the friction
with Mother Earth. Besides one ear had a languid
air: it fell forward completely in repose. Like all
babies, Jerry soon captivated all of us. And I think
it was his lustrous, big brown eyes that won us all
so quickly.
No silver-tongued orator could plead so many
causes more ably than those eyes. Now they could
ask for food, just one little bite from your plate, as
Jerry sat silently, patiently by your side at dinner.
How they could plead to go outside for a breath of
fresh air or a walk to favorite nooks. How eloquently
they could beg for forgiveness for misdemeanors, such
as reposing on forbidden chairs and beds. And how
those eyes could express an implacable hate for the
mailman or neighbor’s feline pets.
‘As the months passed Jerry grew in age but not in
body or smartness. His twenty-eight inches of length
remained as fixed as the cry of the Democrats:
“Roosevelt for President”, and after three years ot
constant coaching he is able to say with great difficulty one word “Mamma”. Even then the pronunciation is terrible. And the little fellow is not able to
walk erect despite Janet’s patient teaching of many,
many hours. Jerry just prefers to keep everything he
has on the ground. But although mentally he could
could not qualify for a Walt Disney cartoon, Jerry’s
shortcomings are few.
The one bad habit he acquired was that of wandering about the house in the “wee hours” and being an
expert of the movement on “fours”. Such activities
had to be curtailed by means of a rope. This curtailment served a double Lurpose for our baby could
not be trusted to preserve the sanitary laws of the
clan, and his natural instincts were stronger than
memories of past punishments. Now at night Jerry is
tied in his bed at the kitchen corner.

There are many personal reasons why members of
the family love Jerry. My youngest sister, Beth, loves
(Continued

on Page

11)
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The

First One

The laying of the first continental railroad was
daring, rough and bold.
® By Daniet

porte YEAR in the march of time finds us
in the midst of total war. Factories and foundries the nation over are buzzing with activity, not that
of a prosperous, but of an impatient people. From
coast to coast natural products and mechanical instruments are being forced into engines of defense, engines of attack, engines of warfare. Few question the
strength of our country or doubt a final victory for
us. Whether or not real peace will fall to our lot
is another question.

FE. SHarpPr

A

Of

the achievements

of our nation,

its network

of

railroads stands out. At one time the vast prairies and
rugged mountains of our great west were not easily

travelled. ‘There was a time also when

few of our

forefathers saw much value in the great west. Luckily
for the strength and union of our nation all that was
changed by the Gold Rush of 1849. During the rush
the people of our nation began to realize the advantages of rail transportation to and through the great
plains and Rocky Mountains. Many plans were presented to Congress, some of them showing real foresight while others were merely visionary.
In 1853
Congress showed signs of increasing interest by passing
an act authorizing a survey of a route or routes from

the Mississippi to the Pacific.
Cities throughout

the Mississippi

valley clamored

to have the transcontinental railroad come through
their own locations. In 1855 Douglas introduced a
bill which passed the Senate, but which the House
defeated, allowing for three transcontinental railroads,
one going through the northern, one through the

southern, and the third through the central sections
of the nation. Consideration of the southern route
was abandoned when the South seceded. The northern route was dropped because that section was
sparsely settled. The citizens of lowa, northern IIlinois, and Chicago finally prevailed in fixing the

eastern

terminus

at Chicago.

St. Louis,

the other

major claimant to the distinction of being the eastern
terminus managed to obtain a branch from the trunk
line. On July 1, 1862, President Lincoln affixed his
signature to “An act to aid in the construction of a
Railway and Telegraph line from the Missouri River

to the Pacific Ocean.”
The provisions of the bill concerned the companies
who were to build the line, the beginning and end
Page teu

of the sections allotted to the companies, and an
amount of government aid to help finance the construction. ‘I'wo of the most important companies given
charge of the work were the Central Pacific Railroad
Company and the Union Pacific. The Central Pacific

was

incorporated

Stanford,

in 1861

Charles

by such

Crocker,

men

Huntington,

as Leland
and

others.

The Union Pacific was created by the Act of 1862
and authorized to begin construction from a point
to be chosen by the President on the one hundreth
meridian of longitude in the Territory of Nebraska.
Its western terminus was to be the boundary between
California

Pacific
fic was
finished
reached

and

Nevada,

there

to

meet

the

Central

building eastward. However, the Central Pacipermitted to build across Nevada if they had
their own allotment before the Union Pacific
there.

Another section of the bill was of extreme importance, the aid offered by the government to finance
the building of the road. This took the form of land
grants and cash subsidies. For each mile of railroad
completed the companies were to receive ten sections
of land in alternate trips amounting to 12,800 acres
a mile in addition to four hundred foot right of way
the length of the line. The companies were permitted

to use building materials from the public domain. The
subsidies

were

given

in the

form

of loans;

$16,000

a

mile in level country, $32,000 a mile in high plateau
land, and $48,ooo a mile in the mountains. The loan
was secured by a first mortgage held by the government.

We remember that the nation was in civil war at
the time and not doing exceptionally well at that.
Men of means were not willing to invest in so perilous
a venture, especially when the government held a
first mortgage.
‘The increased desirability, however,
of joining the states beyond the Rockies to those in
the east necessitated the building of the road.

Finally in July of 1864 Congress passed an amend-

ing act. By the terms of this act the land grants were
doubled, the government took a second mortgage releasing to various companies the first mortgage with
the privilege to issue and market bonds equal to the
government subsidy. The Central Pacific’s eastern
terminus was fixed 150 miles east of the NevadaCalifornia border.
The actual construction of the road was negligible
before 1865. In February of 1863 the Central Pacific
broke ground. A disagreement in the width of gauge
to be used held up activities again until Congress
determined it at four feet eight and a half inches.
After the amendatory Act of 1864 work progressed
more rapidly, although in 1865 the Union Pacific had
laid but forty miles of track. The decision of Lincoln
classifying the Nevada plateau as “mountainous” was
a real incentive to both companies who from then
until the spring of 1869 built with feverish haste. In
that spring the two companies agreed to meet at
Promontory Point, somewhat north of the Great
Salt Lake.
Both the Central Pacific and the Union Pacific had

difficulties to overcome

in the matter of supplying

materials and food. The Central Pacific operating
from the west eastward had to rely on shipping from
the ocean route around South America. They were
more fortunate, however, in having on hand timber
and

stone.

The

Union

Pacific,

since

there

were

no

rail connections east of the Missouri as yet, was
forced to rely on the slow transportation afforded by
the Missouri River. It was easier to build on the

plains, but there was little material to be had from the

land on which they built. Trees for many miles along
the banks of the Missouri on either side of Omaha
were cut down to be made into railroad ties.
We can gather from
eye-witnesses that the
something well worth
engineer of the Union

enthusiastic accounts of some
actual laying of the tracks was
seeing. General Dodge, chief
Pacific, sent his graders ahead

of the construction crew, sometimes more than one
hundred miles in advance as when in the mountains,

so as to be ready for the track-layers.
These latter moved ahead sometimes under armed
escort, always with their own guns ready for use at

a moment’s

notice.

The

Indians

were

almost

con-

stantly on the warpath, but fortunately they did not
tear up the tracks. At times they were able to stop

and burn trains, and they either slaughtered the workers on the spot or took them away to torture.
The men worked fast and in unison. After the ties
were properly laid two or three men would bring the

rail forward, carefully set it in place, and then make
way for the gaugers and sledgers. The cars bringing
up the rails, as soon as emptied, would be tipped off
the track until the next one got by. Working at top
speed, but with not too much efhciency, the two
lines managed to save a considerable amount of time.
Although economical of time neither concern was
economical of money, espcially if it was not theirs. In
keeping a dead-level grade through the Laramie Hills

it is estimated that the Union

Pacific wasted $10,000,-

ooo. ‘The owners of the Central Pacific spent very
little of their own money, raising the necessary funds
through subscriptions from towns along the route. If
the town did not “co-operate” it was left a few
miles from the depot. In one case the Central Pacific
took a circuitous and expensive route instead of
buying up a road already there because by so doing
they would get more government land.

The workers were necessarily tough and numerous.

They were rough, most of them in the Union Pacific
employ being Irish veterans of the Civil War. Their
former officers were often bosses. The towns that
sprang up out of nowhere (and as often as not
ceased to exist after a few months) as the work
progressed were lawless to say the least. They have
been aptly described as “Hell on Wheels.” Saloons
were quite ordinary, fights more so and murders far
from a rarity. In addition to road workers were all
kinds of nondescripts and prostitutes moving with
the towns. The Central Pacific employed many Chinese coolies, chiefly because of a shortage of labor on
the Pacific coast. There were

10,000 of them

at work

by 1866. They worked as hard as the Irish, and they
were a good deal more orderly.
A characteristic of these towns was their mobility.

Store-keepers could take down their false fronts and

move them to the next location rather easily, because
most of the buildings were built on wheels. In some
cases there was no indication of any settlement a short
time after the construction crew moved on to the
next location, again, a few, such as Cheyenne, Laramie, and Reno grew out of a turbulent infancy to
modern cities.

During the last months prior to the agreement of

both companies to meet at Promontory Point records
of eight and more miles of track laying in one day
were reported. In their haste the Central Pacific did

not wait to finish the dozen or so tunnels they had to
build. They hauled materials and supplies over the
mountains and went right ahead, so much so that they
(Continued

on Page

17)
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The

Holy Father

this “American sense.” We are going to meet economic problems—harrowing, perplexing problems—but

For the past few months there have been question
marks in the minds of many concering the safety of

the Vatican. And

we must and we can solve them.

now anxiety for the Holy Father

A casual glance at the last post-war reconstruction

himself and those personally associated with him has
become even more intensified. We do not want to
add to the already confusing turmoil due to the
shrieks of alarmists voicing their hysterical conjectures
in daily newspaper columns, but the questions, the
doubts,

the

fears

server and,
legion.

that

more

confront

especially,

the

the

interested

ob-

Catholic

are

loyal

period reveals the tragic plight of industry. Will history
again repeat itself? True, after the armistice has been
signed there will be a cry for household needs, there
will be demands upon industry, but unless there is
wise supervision, over-production may result, industry
may run on a twenty-four hour shift supplying the
exigencies of the hour, and then what? After the rush
orders have been filled will production pace slacken
with gradual unemployment following in its wake?

‘Time alone can answer. We are hoping that the
Nazi forces will recognize the deference which the
Holy Father should command not only as an influential world leader but as the Vicar of Christ Himself. May the esteem in which our Holy Father is
held and the universal prestige accorded him be a
safeguard against the malice of unprincipled invaders!

Products, if we observe the modern technical trends,
will be even more durable, and, consequently, a second

Yet, of one thing we are certain: the spiritual vitality of the Catholic Church is not gauged by its
temporal gains or losses, and the Church, as history
so well proves, has always emerged the victor from
conflicts with paganism. The authority of her central
figure transcends territorial boundaries for the minds,
the hearts, and. the wills of her subjects are not to
be determined by human caprice. Today, as always
and till the end of time, the Holy Father has the impregnable

rock

of

faith

as

his

sure

defense

against

request for the same material will not follow too
quickly. Yet the picture need not be so black. A
careful and sane rate of production can spread out
the market maintaining a steady, reliable purchasing
power. Instead of an ephemereal boom we can have a
period of economic security.
What, constructively speaking, can be done?
Organization. Organization has been the keyword in
papal encyclicals and organization of labor, of industry,
and, to a certain extent, even of purchasing power
itself seems the most effective solution. Federal regulation seems questionable. Only the personal initiative
of all, and

of all united,

What
Ever
have

since the arrival
numbered

prudent
which

About
among

our

foresight and good,
knows

how

to

International

Tomorrow ?

“face

coionial

ancestors

characteristic
the

facts.’

The

we

virtues

practical common

a

sense

aftermath

of our second World War will undoubtedly call forth
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the

facts”

most

Way,

of

25—-t

—F. K.

of our

“face

our American

—F. K.

attacks from within and without.

25—fe

will

satisfactorily. It is our own,
tackling a problem.

Police

The cries and protests by our so-called democratic
citizens against the many recent suggestions for a
post-war international police force have become increasingly and surprisingly numerous. Many of the
opponents

tional

of

this

government

plan

able

contend

to

that,

execute

if

its

an

interna-

laws

were

created, their liberty, their beloved
thereby be revoked.

Freedom,

would

In other words they might likewise say that, until
the first law was made by the United States Government, the American people had complete freedom;
and with each additional law they lost more and
more of it. On the contrary, they were not free until
these laws were made. In fact, only with the necessary
laws,

penitentiaries,

and

police forces

in this country

to prohibit men from committing murder can we
exercise even the right to our own lives, the very
freedom to live!
Certainly there is no reason that such a governing
body, which protects men, cannot be created to
protect nations. Till now States have made only a
feeble attempt to achieve such security. What if we
had no laws and no police in this country to safeguard
our lives? What if we had no way to prevent the
potential thieves and murderers or to punish the
actual ones? Our country, to say it simply, would be
in a constant state of complete chaos and confusion.
Each man would be perfectly “free” and completely
independent. Now substitute the word nation for men
and you'll have a perfect picture of the world today.
Each State is absolutely free to take the life of its
neighbor; there is no restraining authority either to
prevent the crimes of the aggressor or to protect the
freedom and the very life of the victim. In short,
chaos

and

confusion,

absolute

anarchy,

exists

among

nations today.
The only way to put an end to this international
anarchy, which is a state of disorder caused by the
absence of law, is to create an international government with not only the right to make the necessary
laws but also the power to enforce them.
Your police protection prevents me from taking
your life. Why not international police protection,
then, to prevent the loss of thousands of lives wasted
in world-wide war?

SG.

a5—te
Russia Tomorrow
Many far-thinking statesmen and citizens of the
United States and England are wondering just what
form post-war Russia will take, both in her domestic
affairs and in her foreign policies. Although we do
not know too much about what is really going on
behind the scenes in that gigantic nation, now, during
the war, we would like even more to know what the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has in mind as

regards her post-war planning. She has already made
several statements which contradict the provisions of
the Atlantic Charter—the principles for waich her two
allies are avowedly fighting this war.
Many have said that the Communists are preparing
to stab us in the back by planning to spread their
doctrines,

by force,

if necessary,

over the rest of the

world. These people back up their arguments by saying that the rest of the world will have been weakened
sufficiently so that the Communist task will be comparatively easy.

What will be the position of God and Church in
the Russia of tomorrow? Will religion continue to be
stamped out or are the reperts that churches have
been reopened the harbingers of religious freedom
sometime in the not too distant future?
The U.S.S.R. is an enigmatic nation. No one knows
exactly what to expect from this nation, partly European and partly Asiatic.
—ADELE KLOPF

a5—be
MISSION SUNDAY
The appalling slaughter of the Continental clergy,
the wholesale destruction of church property, and the
impossibility of recruiting and training candidates for
the priesthood have left religious Europe with a glorious past, an awful present, and a fearful future.
Mission-minded people are beginning to realize that
as America is the hope of a free Europe, so she is the
hope of a Christian Europe.

In centuries not so long past the Old World supplied America with priests and necessary resources.
Soon it will be America’s turn to reciprocate. We have

pledged ourselves to the establishment

of the

Four

Freedoms; already plans are being worked out for the
political reconstruction of Europe. A total war would
seem to necessitate a total reconstruction.
Can we
afford, then, to neglect the Christian

Reconstruction?

Europe must look to America for twentieth century
Peters and Pauls and Xaviers, and Ametica, arsenal of

vocations, must look to her Catholic youth. ‘These
thoughts may well be worth pondering as the Church

observes Mission Sunday on October twenty-fourth.
—G.

STANLEY

MATTHEWS
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ON EATING

A CANDIED

APPLE

Having just dispensed with my third candied apple,
I believe I may rightly be considered an authority on
the subject. It took me three apples to decide that
eating one is more of an accomplishment than a
pleasure.
I have yet to figure out the ideal time and place
for its mastication. Certainly this sort of creation is
not meant to be devoured in the presence of someone
you like. He, or she, will probably be disgusted and
you will never see the party again. But an enemy
would have something on you for the rest of your
“mizzuble” days. On the other hand, never eat one
in private. Troublous situations arise if you are foolish
enough to lap up too much gluteal caramel. The fear
assails you that you may never again get the moveable
parts of your jaws in working order and that to do
so a kettle of boiling water might have to be poured
through your involuntarily clenched teeth—If Eve gave
Adam a candied apple, I can see how all the trouble
started!
Does anyone know whose brain bore the fruition
of this discovery? . . . Did a chef accidentally drop
the fruit into a pan of caramel? Did a woman who
didn’t like her doctor or apples either try camouflage?
Did an earnest student, hoping for an A-plus want
to put a little extra something on the gift for his
teacher?
It’s very puzzling for there is no logical reason why
these twain should meet. I suppose a century hence
archaeologists will dig up the earth and find a
candied apple in a capsule (the proper place for all
the species). I can see them now puzzling over what

to do with it.
‘To me
just

month’s
why?
Page
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HOW TO BAKE A CAKE
First of all you
books,

casting

sort through

aside

those

on

your

vast library of

geometry,

economics,

and thermodynamics, until you find the little cookbook that Aunt Hildegarde sent you last Christmas.
Ah, there it is! Opening it at random, your eye falls
on the heading “How to Cure Minor Ills—among
‘Them Indigestion.” A chapter like this is a vital part

of every presaging cookbook.

You turn the corner of

the page down to mark the place—there may be a
possibility you'll want to consult that page again.
Now you’ve found your recipe—it’s called YummyGoo Spice Cake. Sounds delicious, doesn’t it? Got
everything together to make it? Let’s see, what all
does it take? Besides things like eggs and flour, it
takes a few dishes. You can’t very well mix a cake in
the palm of your hand (even if you do wear a size
nine glove). Okay, now we're ready to begin. Measure
the flour and sift it, being sure to get some of it on
the

floor.

It looks

so much

like fallen

snow,

and

is

such fun to sweep up. Put your butter ,or margerine,
or vegetable shortening, or lard (or anything you’ve
been lucky enough to get) in the mixing bowl and
put your sugar with it. Spend the next five minutes
creaming the butter—although never in my life have
I seen butter turn to cream by this process. Nevertheless, do as the recipe says. It’s probably baked
this cake millions of times. Put all your ingredients
in, just as the directions say, being sure to leave something important out, so that if your cake does not
turn out well, you can lay the blame on a definite

cause,
All mixed up now? Mmmm—certainly looks good!

the goodies don’t seem

fascinating.

EDITOR

paraphrase

I eat

them,

particularly edible,
Kay

you

Kunka

in

last

eat them, but
—A. K. B.

Doesn’t taste bad either—certainly doesn’t. Well, we'd
better hurry and put it in the oven

before it will be

too late to bother to put in the oven
after

it has

been

sufficiently

tasted.

There,

what’s left
the

tem-

perature’s just right—everything looks just fine. The
cake looks beautiful lying there all tucked in its pan.
You

sweep

the

kitchen,

scrub

the

back

porch,

and

catch up on your correspondence, while the embryonic
cake is developing into a perfect specimen. Little
peeps into the oven assure you that everything is
all right. The cake has risen a little more than you
ever saw a cake rise before, but that ought to make it
all the more fluffy and yummy-goo (that’s the way
the recipe said it would taste).
Every little glance into the oven assures you that
this will be your crowning glory. You see yourself the
center of a group of culinary experts. You see your
cake being cast in bronze to show cooking school students of all ages what the perfect cake should look
like. Just one more look—it should be done by n—
Oh! Oh! Oh! But where has it gone? The pan is
still there, but the cake! The cake is lying all withered,

shrunk, and unhappy in the bottom of the pan. What
could have happened!
But you do not cry, nor tear your hair; you don’t
even swear a little. After all, be philosophical. Cakes
have fallen for you before, and there probably will be
cakes fall for you again. Be resourceful. Make your
frosting,

choosing

a simple,

sure-fire recipe,

. a loaf of bread for dinner.
vitamins a loaf of bread contains!

Think

and

frost

of all the

—Sytvia

Scorr.

ete
RECIPE FOR FLUNKING
This is an old, old recipe which is being constantly
resurrected by the youth of all times. However, the
ingredients have changed in the last quarter of a
century, so I shall give it to you as it is today.
1. First, take several dry and uninteresting text-

books and mix well with at least one light, amusing
novel. Then sprinkle profusely with a sleepless night
(especially if the insomnia is caused by a date with
the One-And-Only). Then add a friend or two and
some unexpected visitors from out of town, and season with a dash of spicy gossip.
2. This last item may be replaced by a very loud
radio or phonograph playing the latest swing music
by the favorite orchestra or crooned by Frank Sinatra.
When this is well-mixed and prepared, add a comfortable chair, preferably with ottoman, and sink into

it with a sigh of pleasure. Sometimes better results are obtained when a bed, heaped with pillows, is
substituted for the easy chair and footstool.
3. Don’t forget, when you have been doing this
for at least thirty minutes, to remember to call up

Joe about those tickets for the dance and to prolong
the conversation with him as long as possible. If,

in spite of all this, you still find it possible to study,
tune in the latest thrilling episode in the life of
“Aunt Bertha’s Niece” or call a psychiatrist.
This recipe, as it stands, will serve one person, but
with the addition-of more chairs and novels, you will
find it possible to serve an indefinite number.
—ADELE Ktopr.

25—te
TID-BITS FROM HERE
AND THERE
In the Journal of the New York Botanical Garden
it has been announced that a heaping dessertspoonful
of the fleshy red fruit of roses contains as much
vitamin C as a four ounce glass of orange juice. However, unless the price of oranges soars any higher they
still seem to be preferred to Rosa Rugosa, as the new
discovery has been named.
*

*

*

No more should one fear crashing parties in daytime wear. Office clothes can go almost anywhere
after dark and not be conspicuous. Maybe the Starhght Roof of the Waldorf or Rockerfeller Center still

sparkles with dressy and ornate females, but not to

the extreme of pre-war styles.
x

x

*

Once in a while you discover a fanatic that believes everything German should be destroyed. They
should reconsider, however! Otherwise they would
advocate no more Wagnerian opera, as Wagner is
Hitler’s favorite composer. But if that’s the case, Hitler’s

favorite

drink

is water,

his

favorite

sustenance

food, his favorite atmosphere air. Should we then go
thirsty, hungry and asphyxiate ourselves in order to
prove these radicals somewhat thoughtless in making

such statements?

x

Funny

*

as these ideas seem

ginating from a New

York

*

they are practical. Ori-

department

store they

were prompted by shortage of merchandise and maids,
Striped rugs painted on the floor save the housewife
from connecting up her vacuum cleaner; that is if
she’s fortunate enough to have one. For windows
lengths of several different patterns resulted from the
scarcity of chintz. They claim it’s quite unique. Now
where would they get that idea?
*

*

*K

Fur will adorn heads this autumn. The fall show-

ing of hats features coney or non-priority bunny. Rab-

bits might not like the idea of being dyed orchid,
pink or yellow, but it doesn’t seem likely that they'll
have much to say about the matter.
—ELEANOoR

BECKER.
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DIES
Cold, sudden death stalks the
hills and plains,
And flashes of livid fire
smear the heavens;

Then all is hidden by fierce,
tempestuous rains.
The roar of great cannon
echoes and re-echoes;

IRAE
And death is here, and death is
there; and blood flows

Into the succulent valley soil
or on barren ridge;
Here was spent an unsung valor
that no man knows.
Within a rocky, hidden crevice
lies a wounded man,

The splutter of machine guns
bites the air sharply
And the sacked city is swathed
in deathly glows

Silently suffering sharp pain;
Gored by a bayonet,

Of ruinous
and leap

The shrill screech of vultures
o’erhead,
The mournful wail of the
cannoneer’s shells,
Is heard not on the battlefront

flames

that crackle

Like forks of tongued lightning
in storm-swept skies,
Then sink in the nocturnal

deep.

His throat throbs, he chokes,
then lies lifeless on the sand.

by the dead.
—Bossy

Woop

(Continued

from

page

9)

him because he is a walking refuse can for her bread

In my father’s heart he occupies a very prominent
space. It is with Jerry that dad relaxes after a day’s
work by telling him the business problems that he,
my father, encountered that day. Yes! Good affectionate Jerry always waits for my father’s footsteps,
for that gentle caressing hand, for the deep voice that
softens to a low whisper. There is indeed a great deal
of affection between these two, my tall father and
tiny Jerry.

crusts and apple cores. Besides that Jerry is an ideal
audience for her dancing and piano practising. To
Charles there could be no finer pal for accompaniment
on his paper route or for playing in the park than
fun-loving Jerry. But Jerry is very proficient in the
art of sleeping, equaling, if not bettering, the record
held by my oldest brother Jack. Of late Jerry is ahead

of Jack
Uncle

who
Sam

is enjoying

the

vacation

in Sicily, and

who

is therefore

offered

by

sleeping

little.
My

mother

claims

virtues are these:

that

Jerry’s

most

He compliments

Why do I love him? Well, perhaps it is because he
is just Jerry, a sleepy, lazy, fat little scamp of a Boston
bull dog who can steal into a person’s heart so easily.

important

her cooking

by

eating everything that is given him. He is tidy and
neat. He never argues, never has an alibi for duties
undone, and when the maternal temper is frayed he

‘Thus dear reader you see how the harmony of the
family’s circle now rests upon an animal who has
become in truth, the “baby” of our group.

tactfully retires from the scene of combat till all is
again serene.

25s
(Continued

on page

11)

threatened to build some miles east of Ogden. On one
occasion

the Central

Pacific won

a $10,000

bet from

their rivals by laying ten miles of track in one day.
The quality of work, especially that done by the Union
Pacific, can be questioned because of the haste with
which it was done.
Spreading rails, weak ties, and
other deficiencies were the cause of accidents and a
subsequent loss of lives and money.
On May 10, 1869, not quite nine years after President Lincoln signed the Act inaugurating the first
transcontinental railroad, two trains, one from the
east, the other from the west, faced each other while

the concluding ceremonies were held.
Prayers,
speeches, and the hammering of the last golden spike
were events of the-occasion.
A telegraph had been
eg—

fixed up to announce to the Nation the last blows.
Celebrations that day were nation-wide. Chicago held
a parade several miles in length, the Liberty Bell was
rung, as well as the chimes of ‘Trinity in New York.
‘T'wenty-five thousand men were employed in
undertaking. It ranks as an engineering feat with
building of the Suez Canal. The laying of the
across the continent was glorious, daring, rough
bold, illustrative of the spirit of our nation. On

26, 1869, just six and a half days after starting, the first

train to cross the continent pulled into New York.
The story of our first transcontinental railway will
long remain a stirring page in our national history.

Bes

INARTICULATE
O would that I
Like some so gifted
Could write a song,
A song, love-lifted!
To thee I'd sing
The whole day long.
But I have nothing
For you—but a sigh

With

which to speak.
—Sytvia

SCOTT.

this
the
road
and
July

PRAYER
Oh,

God,

in the stillness of the night

When stars alone watch o’er its shadowy flight,
May I sometimes reach to find a loving hand
Clasp mine.
Or, if he be far away from me

And lonely hours stretch long and bleak and cold.
May

I sometimes

know

that still his yearning heart

Seeks mine.
—Kay

Pags

KunkKA.
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(Continued
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attract. I have watched my brother become a
first rate writing man, support a wife and three
children and at the same time save his own soul.
Nor has he ever shirked a real assignment.”

an opera libretto and a motion picture script, “Johnny
Pye and the Fool-Killer,’ and “A Tooth for Paul
Revere,” are his most famous.
the humor, imagination, and

In them are blended
sincere devotion
to

American principles which characterize all his works.

Last month, at the age of forty-four, Stephen Vincent Benet died suddenly in New York City. His premature death has been attributed to overwork. For
more than a year he had given up all personal literary
projects, and without recompense, devoted every ounce
of his energy and genius to the service of his country
by war writing. Nightmare at Noon, Listening to the
People, and The Burning City, all dealing with specific
issues of World War II, were followed by They
Burned the Books and Dear Adolph, a series of six
radio letters. he intensity and determination which
he put into these works was but a natural response
of his American-mindedness.

If it is too early for anyone to assign a definite
place in American literature to Stephen Vincent
Benet, it is surely not too early to place a claim for
the high importance of his work. Since the publication of John Brown’s Body fifteen years ago, his name
has been among the foremost American
writers.
Whether or not his works wili mellow into true

classics is a question for which only time can supply
the answer; yet it seems certain that he will be remembered so long as books, and poems, and stories
help fill the lives of men.
William Rose Benet has
career of his younger brother:

thus

epitomized

He was a young man as far as years go, but already
he had produced much that had in it the essence of
America. He is dead now, at forty-four. The engraying on his tombstone bears mute testimony to the
fact; countless newspaper obituaries and_ periodical
eulogies confirm it. He is dead—but is he really dead?
Is any great man ever really dead?

the

“The life of a writer is a constant fight for his
integrity, for his best and most honest expression.
The more successful one becomes, the more pitfalls present themselves, the more false lures

a5—te
(Continued

from

page

the drug may vary very considerably. Most writers
feel that sixty to seventy per cent of all addicts make
first contact with the drug out of curiosity aroused
through association with addicts. Others believe that
a great number of these are started during illness.
These are the two chief initiating factors.

7)

thusiastically hailed as having all the advantages of
morphine without its habit-forming quality. As a
result herion created many new addicts before its
morbid nature was discovered.
Finally in 1914, the Harrison Act was passed, making it unlawful for any but registered individuals to
dispense narcotics. Though this act definitely limited
the legitimate sale and use of morphine, it unfortunately gave rise to another factor in the spread
of addiction,

illicit trade

in

narcotics.

The

work

The addict is not easy to identify; even the famous
pin-point pupils may or may not be present in
individual cases at all times. There are other conditions which cause pupils to become very small. The
same thing holds true for the color of the addict,
which is sometimes described as_ peculiar.

of

a narcotic peddler, in an effort to stimulate trade,
started many more addicts. It is not uncommon for
a peddler to induce a victim to try a “shot” free of
charge and to supply him with an amount of morphine
to start a craving and then leave him to his own

The addict knows how he is considered socially and
as a result he tends to associate with others like him.

He is without courage and if he finds a need for the
drug, he will turn to crime to get it if necessary.

resources.

There
The

manner

of

introduction

of

the

individual

is no limit to what

an addict will do in order

to satisfy his craving.

to

ah—te
PASSAGE
The sun
Draws his sword
From the scabbard of night

OF DAY
And

flashes

Until

it drops

it across
from

hand

Blood-red.
—Kay
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Student Slants
CIRCUS

.

.

DAYS

When I read the ads heralding the coming of
Ringling Brother’s Circus, on September 31 and October 1, I got a pleasurable thrill like the thrills I’ve
been conscious of as long as I can remember circuses.
In looking back, “circus day” was a great event in
our young lives and was associated in importance with
other great days such as the day school was out for
the summer, birthdays, Christmas and Easter. Usually,
early on the morning the circus arrived, mother packed
her two children and the neighborhood kids into the
automobile and drove down to the railroad tracks at
Fourth and Wayne Avenue to watch the cars being
unloaded. As this part progressed along, the next
stop was the fairgrounds where activity and excitement
reigned everywhere. The tent city was on it’s way
up and unbelievably fast.
The first tent to go up was the mess tent and it
always seemed to me that before the tent was up,
the cooks were ready to serve that hot, deliciously
smelling food. In the meantime groups of men, called
stake drivers, were continuing their constant steady
pace and lo and behold the “big tent” was taking
shape under our very eyes and all the smaller tents
were getting up, too.
The next event of the day that stands out so

clearly in my

memory

was

the parade.

The

open

wagons with the wild animals always fascinated me
but my greatest interest was in the snake charmer and
I believe at that time my greatest aspiration was to
be a snake charmer. Anyway, the parade passed and
we all went back to the car, opened our picnic baskets, spread everything out and satisfied our hunger

for food.
The afternoon was spent going from tent to tent,
peeping here and peeping there, trying to get some
glimpse into the glamorous life of the circus performer. Sometimes we managed to afford the “big
tent” and often we did not, but it was a happy, although tired and dirty bunch of children mother
drove home that evening.
After

growing

older,

I find I

still

thought of the circus, no matter what
hot or cold, rain or shine. I remember

thrill

at

the

the weather is.
the excitement

of seeing the circus at Madison Square Garden in
New York City. The odor was terrible as the circus
had been there for almost a month and the weather
had become warmer, but it was still the circus. Then

again

I’ve

sat

through

worst

electrical storms,

a circus
to come

during
out into

one
mud

of the
up

to

my ankles and a good soaking through to the skin
but it was fun to me because it was the circus and I
had enjoyed every minute of it.
And when Ringling Brother’s came here the last
of the

month,

I was

there

with

thusiasts, young and old, and
because it was the circus.

the

rest of the

en-

got a kick out of it
—MartHa

WERNER.
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HELP UNCLE SAM
‘T'wenty days his furlough papers read, twenty glorious days that must serve him for the many dark
months

to

come.

Yes,

it

was

good

to

see

him,

though most of the familiar traits once so much a
part of his character, are now deeply. hidden or have
disappeared entirely. He looked older, much more
sure

of

himself,

with

and his eyes only now
memories of these few
was happy, that his
future was enough to
of those days to come

a certain

sadness

to

his

smile

and then able to cast out the
years. Oh, he insisted that he
knowledge of victory in the
sustain him, but as he spoke
he seemed a thousand miles

away.
Twenty days passed. He picked up his hat as nonchalantly as he came, bade us goodbye and departed.
He was going into battle. As he prepared to board
the train I was sure that I detected a sort of eagerness
in his attitude. He could not, he would not adapt
himself to our way of life. Although the paper was
next to his plate each morning he just glanced at
the headlines, put the paper aside and walked from
the room.
As he sat gazing from the window, I wonder what
he really thought of John Public. What was he taking
back to tell the boys?
Suppose that we answer these questions aloud for
many of the people in these United States. The government implores us to buy war bonds and what
happens? How many are negligent? How many do
not give blood to the Red Cross, and how many fail
to save the vital scrap? How many bemoan the point
system and insist on bidding against their neighbor
for the essentials of life-.
Those of us who are guilty should bow our heads,
for we are the great home front that he hurried
away from to protect us in our liberties. Wake up

John

Public because as long as he and

the others

like him fight it is not too late.

—Acnes MILLER.
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COLLEGE AS HOLLYWOOD
PORTRAYS IT
If I may take as an example my college career thus
far, then I believe college, as portrayed by Hollywood, would give one an entirely false impression.
I might illustrate this fact by a movie that I saw
only a short time ago. This picture was based on the
life of a young college student. The entire story
seemed concerned only with the social events of the
college life. Not once did a classroom appear in the
picture and only once was the student shown with
a book.
The idea which Hollywood seems to be implying
is that life in college is just one long party. I admit
that social functions have their piace in college but
they do not predominate over the educational interests of the student. The few who do attend college for the social life alone, usually leave after a
comparatively short time.
For those who attend college in order to gain
knowledge which will remain with them for the
rest of their lives, college is no bed of roses. Most
of the time during the day is spent in classes, while
each evening, except one or two a week, is spent
preparing for the next day’s work.
Another fact which Hollywood seems to emphasize
particularly is that of glamorous women and_handsome men. This idea, it seems to me, is anything
but true. College students are simply normal human
beings, not glamorized individuals as Hollywood portrays them.
Such erroneous portrayals of college by Hollywood
should be abolished immediately, as they are misleading in their effect on the general public, and
especially on the potential student.
—Dorotruy

25—te
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MY HOME TOWN
In the little city of Medford, Oregon, inhabited by
about thirteen thousand people, I was brought forth
to see this great world, and there I resided till this
present war forced me to leave.
Medford is situated in the Shasta-Cascade Wonderland of Southern Oregon and is noted for its scenic
surroundings and its fruit industry. Many thousands
of tourists visit Medford annually as it is the gateway
to the famous Crater Lake National Park, the park
with

the

beautiful,

once-volcanic

mountain

whose

crater is now filled with deep blue water. Also within
easy driving distance are the excellent fishing waters
of the Rogue River, Diamond Lake, Lake of the

Woods
Rogers,

and
George

inhabited

by

Murphy

and

such

growing popularity may be some
Page twenty

locate further east and to build their future homes.
When I lived in Medford I never considered it
an especially wonderful place. On the contrary I
thought of it as a dull place, and I wanted to see
the rest of the country as most adventurous boys do.
It has been more than a year since I left Medford.
I have visited eleven states and find myself about
three thousand miles away from home. Now that I
have

seen

some

of

the

other

folks as Ginger

Florence

Rice.

This

indication that the

places,

there is no place like home.

I realize

that

—Jrro SHIMoDA.
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THE

GAME

~ Floodlights lighting the sky for blocks around—
voices shrill and loud—sounds of jaughter—here and
there a false note as some instrument is being tried
out—automobile horns—crowds mulling around impatiently waiting to buy their tickets from an exasperatingly slow seller—the hurrying of feet, weaving in
and out of the crowds trying to reach the 50 yard
section of the Grand Stand—Ah! at last—good seats!
Just in time to see the band march down the gridiron
—very bright and gay in their green and white uniforms—the teams emerge from the lockers—running
—simulating passes—kicking the ball—warming up for
the game—very confident of winning. The whistle! !
A swell punt—all the way down to the 2 yard line
—a sleeper play around left end—no gain—two more
plays—still no gain—fourth down—a forward pass—
made it!!! Nothing to stop us now for a touchdown
—Heck! the whistle! First half is over. The band again
on the field—playing the National Anthem—Army and
Navy songs—and finally the school song—it’s good to
stand up and watch the boys and girls crowding
around for hot dogs and pop—confetti everywhere—
and I mean everywhere! ! The boys eyes roving to.
ward the girls and vice versa—few see the whole
game—oh well, it’s a swell place to get acquainted—
The whistle again—now to make that touchdown that
wins the game—gosh! a 15 yard penalty for holding—

they'll have to kick—Hooray!

and Fish Lake.

Many acres of good land nearby have recently been

purchased

valley is a beautiful and productive place. Because of
the large fruit industry, especially in pears, Medford
has come to be known as the “Pear-o-dise of the
Pacific.”
My life from infancy to young manhood there was
a happy one. I had a good home and many friends.
Life looked fairly easy. That was before Pearl Harbor.
The subsequent evacuation of all people of Japanese
ancestry, both citizens and aliens alike, from their
homes, farms, businesses and jobs to relocation camps,
tore me from this pleasant home. Yet American policy
of equality and justice enabled the loyal ones to re-

a TOUCHDOWN!

Joe

Highschool

College

has gone

very soon—we

a fumble—a

pass—and

A Great Game! ! A Great Night!

is

having

his

DAY—while

to the Wars—but

hope!

to return

—Roserr

Joe

soon—

UNGER.

With

the

ASTU..

ROOM
There

are three

LIFE AT THE

X

of us in room

x, three

men

who

did not know each other several weeks ago; men from
different walks of life, from different parts of America,
men with different outlooks on life.
Tom,

the smallest,

is from

the hills of Minnesota.

His blue eyes remind you of the clear lakes he is
always taking about. His fair hair is like the corn on
the fields he promised to return to.
Dick, the big boy, is a typical product of modern
middle class America, right out of the melting pot of
Brooklyn. He is the youngest and although he looks
like a man and tries to act like a man, yet the youth
will break through the manly appearance on occasions.

Harry is the oldest and in many ways more settled
than the other two. Subconsciously he is the leader
of the room and this leadership is half heartedly
accepted by his roommates. It is very hard to characterize him for his real self is revealed on very few
occasions.
Room x, occupied by these men who are so different

from each other and who were brought up in different
environments, still functions as one perfect unit. How
and why this is will not be so easy to answer. One

reason may be that they wear the same uniform, and
in their state as soldiers of the United States Army
have to live by rules. It may be because they are
striving for the same aims in this University of Dayton
and are therefore pooling their efforts. I wonder if it
is because they are beginning to understand what life
together means in the practising of the old slogan of
one for all and all for one. But perhaps the strongest
reason is that they are all Americans and at present
in this capacity are engaged in teaching the rest of
the world what democracy means. When three men
come together with one great idea in mind, all the
small differences of personality can be overcome and
the final aim achieved.
Are you

doubtful?

You

are invited to drop

in at

room x any time at all.
— THEODORE

ADVOKAT.

LORETTO

What! you mean to say that you have never heard
of the Loretto? Why, any of the fellows or girls
around the campus can tell you what goes on there. It
is the place to go for a good time and loads of fun.
Yes indeed! Any Saturday night that you happen to
pass by Alumni Hall, now commonly known as the
“barracks”, and notice the apparent lack of activity
about the building, you can be sure that the fellows
are out having a good time. Where? At the Loretto,
of course, dancing till their hearts are content to
some of the best recordings of the present day. ‘Thanks
to the good work and efforts of our associates and
co-students, the girls of U. D.
Can you use your imagination? Just picture those
happy couples dancing and drifting along to one of
Glen

Miller’s “smoothies,” say “Serenade in Blue,” or

maybe a slow one by Tommy Dorsey. It certainly is
the place to go if you are in search of a good time.
But it is not
than likely it
spirit of good
that holds your
or say, just a
gitls will make

the music only that attracts you. More
is the friendly atmosphere and the
fellowship displayed by those present
attention. If you are a timid fellow,
little shy, have no fears because the
you feel nght at home. If you don’t

dance they will see that you learn how before you
leave. Now if that isn’t going to some trouble to
see that the fellows enjoy themselves, I would like to
know how they could possibly do more.
By this time you are probably wondering how I
know so much about these Saturday evenings. That
is easy enough to answer. I attend these dances
regularly and let me tell you I would not miss one
for the world. If I were to try to express my Own
personal opinion or appreciation I would be lost for
words. On the whole I think the majority of the
fellows feel the same way about these dances. They
enjoy them immensely and they want them to
continue.
So if you really want to enjoy yourself some Saturday night, why not wend your way to the Loretto,
walk in and join the crowd.
—Joun

C.

DANAHER.
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THE UNIVERSITY

OF DAYTON

The University of Dayton is a very fine school, located about two miles from the heart of the city of
Dayton. The campus is beautiful with its parks and
scenery.
The teaching staff, which, I think, is as good as
any you can find anywhere, is very nice to all the boys
here in the ASTU. The faculty men and women go
to a lot of extra trouble to bring out a certain point
during class hours, and most of them gladly give many
of the boys extra help after school hours. We boys
should really be thankful that these wonderful teachers are here and give this extra help. If the boys
would not receive help probably some of them would
be going back to camp life very soon.

with pride at that time. It really made them have the
right spirit for the parade that was to follow.
The parade started immediately

tion of the award. The ASTU

Dayton passed in review for its first time as a unit.
When we arrived back at Alumni Hall Lt. Shubert
told us how precise and good we looked on the parade
ground. I am sure every man was grateful for Lt.
Shubert’s well-worded compliments and_ the appreciation he showed for us. The big treat came when
our newly-arrived Col. John D. Townsend gave us the
privilege of going to the football game that night.
—Mutrorp

I know that the people in Dayton are really thankful that they have this school in their city. My only
hope is that I can finish the course prescribed for the
ASTU here at the University of Dayton.
—Evucene

McOQuaic.
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THE
On

AWARD

September

mander,

24 our

CEREMONY
well-liked

Company

Lt. Roy G. Shubert, informed

would participate in an
1. The purpose of the
some gentleman of the
Medal awarded to his
battle of New Guinea.

Com-

us that we

Award Ceremony on October
ceremony was to present to
city of Dayton a Silver Star
son who was killed in the

The boys of this -unit were more than anxious
to do their part in this ceremony, because they all
realized that it would make the boy’s father feel
much better. The day of the ceremony we had a
rehearsal of the parade. It dawned on us then that
we would have full charge of the parade under the

supervision of our various officers. Because all the officers of the parade were cadets appointed by Lt.
Shubert, it would be the first parade for us that we
did not have officers marching with us.
The

time

of the

ceremony

arrived

and

our

unit

marched out on the parade ground. Each company
reached its respective position where it was to stand
for presentation of the award. After our cadet battalion reported

Anthem”

the band

began

to play the “National

and I think every man in the unit swelled
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The school places us in Alumni Hall, a long, beautiful, four-story structure which at night really stands
out with its lights shining forth from the windows.

after the presenta-

of the University of

A STAR FOR SERVICE
Along the quiet street of the suburb of an average
town walked a small, neatly-dressed youngster, accompanied by a handsome man, his father. As they proceeded along the street on this particular summer
evening, there was one thing that seemed to capture
the interest of the youth. In the windows of various
homes his eyes could distinguish a star hanging—not
in a few homes only but in many.

It was getting dark now and lights began to appear
in some of these homes. The lights shone through
the starred banners and added to the boy’s interest.
Finally the lad’s curiosity overcame him.

“Daddy,” he asked, “what are those stars for?”
His father explained at some length the meaning
of the emblems telling of the millions of boys who
had gone into the service of their country to serve in
whatever capacity they could. Their’s was a life of
sacrifice, hardships, separation from home and loved
ones,

and, if

need

be,

death

for

their

country

and

for those at home. They had given up their life at
home to go to foreign lands to secure the freedom for
others that they already enjoyed. Each star represented
a son who had given his aid in the service of his
country.

This explanation satisfied the boy for a time—
until he noticed the North Star shining brightly in
deepening skies. In his simple way he conveyed his
child-like

faith.

“Daddy,” he said, “God
has His star hanging out.”

gave

a Son,

too,

and

—Joun

L. Emary.
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THE LAST OF SUMMER
By

Kate

world, the truth and beauty of which none can
dispute. The conflicting ideas with which these very
real people struggle lead them to the only solutions
possible for their particular problems.

O’Brien

(Doubleday,

Doran)

—JEANNETTE

In The Last of Summer Kate O’Brien carries her
readers into the watchful peace of Ireland immediately

preceding
Maury,

World

a person

flicting emotions.
her

welcome

War

II.

Our

of complex

inner

She is a French

among

Irish

relatives

heroine
feelings

is

25s

Angele
and

actress who

PACK

conBy

Francis

The Last of Summer was written for those in
search of a good story. Lovers of book characters will
find many individuals worthy of acquaintance in the
persons of Angele, Martin and Jo Kernahan, Helena
Tom

Kernahan,

CLEMENT

KELLY

(Bruce)

The novel is highly appealing in both lovely descriptions and dramatic situations. Each individual
whom Angele finds connected with Waterpark House
has definite characteristics and a distinct personality.
The author, throughout the book, enlivens the characters in self-delineation with the result that characters
studies are readily made. All of the people are interesting in their own light as well as in the light of
their surroundings and the intricate plan of their
lives. The all-embracing aspect of the coming war
binds them with a common bond, although the individual reactions are unique and often quite surprising. Every character serves his purpose well and
adds consistently to the total interest of the book.

and

RAT

finds

to be a combina-

tion of charm and forced gaiety.

Cusack,

Hpserr.

who

remains

unaware

of the fact that he has been dominated by a tooloving mother to the extent that he cannot change
his life. Those who find interest in the beauty of
Ireland and its customs will thoroughly enjoy this
novel.
The plot unfolds naturally, introducing the characters in a manner which makes them seem familiar
at once. ‘They are treated realistically in ironic situations with romantic settings. The joys and sorrows of
their lives are presented in a picture of the changing

Not
an

an exciting

old,

oft-repeated

title, but a different approach
subject,

Religion,

God,

to

Chris.

tianity and a different angle on an everyday discussion
of our present war, its causes and effects.
When we think of rats we know we have a vile
sneaking bit of vermin, something which impels us
to toss a shoe or club, or snare it into a trap to be
exterminated later.
In
human

its most

cunning

masquerade

the pack

rat in

form is presented to the readers, commissioned

by Boss Satan himself to go far and wide as a political diplomat, thereby contacting the plotting,
scheming rules of our war torn world.
All

characters

are

caricatured,

but

under

the

cam-

ouflage is a real story of life and death, tragedy, crime
with murder, rapine and plunder as only a thing of
the underworld can accomplish.
As a diversion from the gruesome, an interesting
character is portrayed who finds the gift of Faith after
reading St. Francis DeSales’ books. We are given an
audience with the dictator Hitler who represents
himself as better than God, the personification, the
word of Germany, her hope, her promise. But despite
his iron heel,

his persecution

of priests

and

religious,

he knows he has no control over the thinking minds
of his people, and that Faith will always spring up
from the blood of martyrs, that is the seed of the
Page
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church. This he fears, for he can crush a good pastor
but he can not conquer the institutions which a priest
represents.

The great Conquerors of the world are brought up
from the other world—Alexander the Great—Julius
Caesar—Marcus Aurelius—Genghis Khan—The Little
Corporal—all arguing and boasting these shades of
past greatness with their burning vanity, their souls
scorched by their ambitions and conceit. Each in turn
was told of the failure of his pet plan of the Empires
built, each taunted with his crimes against God and
Man, then with cries of despair they were again
thrust back into the other world.
The Pack Rat witnesses a mortal combat between
two great armies with death and devastation, but he
found not one rat face among the fighting men, yet
he knew they were all victims of the cunning and
greed of some human pack rat.
Many more of these topics are discussed and all
tend to show us why this war was brought about, and
what will bring on another if people the world over
do not change their ways.
Peace

must

come

out

of our

nations

homes

with

Christianity and unselfish love of neighbor and love
of God.

C. Douc.tas

This

book

is an

question on many person’s lips: “What
Christ’s robe after He was crucified?”
When

Marcellus,

usalem,

had

to

a Roman

crucify

Marcellus at first seems to be a weak character
living only for power and fame. Slowly as the Robe
and

answer

to a

happened

to

soldier on duty in Jer-

Christ,

its

former

of

robe

on

to

affect

the

teachings

of Christ,

thereby

making

Demetrius,

a Greek,

is his

devoted

ideas

of

Marcellus

because

she

loves

he

the

book

the

author

directly,

he

did

it against

his

of the characters. The
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his teachings

seem

Instead of telling of Christ’s

has

the

but

people

of it through

his

The book is thoroughly engaging and is one of the
few books that I was sorry to see come to an end.

The

style

is easy

with

much

conversation

describe

it,

the conversation

stories that we have always

which

makes it interesting and worthwhile for all those who
wish to read it.
—MririaM J. Locgs.
aeg—te

IN TOMORROW
I thought our love was true.

thus the reader learns

his

be happy. His insistence on this item is not boring.
It makes the reader want to go out and do good for
others.

I thought

Crufixion

him,

expounds

Once

to be in the background.

All

comfort in adoring the various gods. He welcomes this
new religion and comes to understand it and believe
it to be the one and only true religion.

Once

and

he

not only

slave.

The author takes some stories from the Bible and

so that Christ

him,

life he had been unhappy because he had found no

him.

tells them

the

begin

himself, but many others happy.

better judgment. He never dreamed that the robe that
he won while casting lots with the other soldiers
would so affect his life. The story follows Marcellus
through the struggles he has with himself and the

effect

wearer

realizes that power and fame do not bring happiness
and he devotes the remainder of his life spreading

Throughout

After thirty years of research Lloyd C. Douglas released for publication what some authorities call his
Robe.

book, the influence of Christ.

favorite philosophy: Make others happy and you will

(Houghton, Mifflin )

The

it made Marcellus think. Christ was a poor carpenter
who influenced all those who came in contact with
Him. That seems to be one of the objectives of the

soon she too sees that there is something divine about
Christ and she looks upon Him as the real Savior.

THE ROBE

best work,

philosophy that makes the most thoughtful think, as

new

est

Lioyp

In this part of the story the emphasis is on Christ’s
humanity and His wonderful teachings, and His

Diana has been in love with Marcellus ever since
she was a little girl. At first she only tolerates the

—Marjorice WEHNER.

By

heard as somewhat secondary the author here brings
to the fore. Thus in pictures of the crucifixion we
always see the soldiers in the background with their
dice. Here we see the soldiers first and the three
crosses only at a distance.

he loved me

too,

Once to people I could cling,
Now I know but pain, these bring
Unhappiness, sad thoughts and sorrow.
I pray that life be better—in

—Nancy

tomorrow!
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